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Grade



Grade

Chemical composition Mechanical properties

Binder  
(CO+Ni+Cr%) WC% Hardness 

(HRA)

Transverse 
rupture 
strength 

Mpa

Compressive 
Strength Mpa

Young's 
modulus of 

elasticity 
KN/mm²

Density 
g/cm³

Thermal 
conductivity 

Cal/cm      
sec/℃

YGR30 15 85 84.4 2700 3200 530 14.03 0.2
YGR45 20 80 81.5 2570 3000 480 13.53 0.18
YGR55 25 75 79.8 2550 2800 420 13.02 0.17
YGR60 30 70 79.2 2480 2600 300 12.68 0.16
YGH30 15 85 84.9 2700 3400 550 14.25 0.21
YGH40 18 82 83.8 2850 3200 500 13.73 0.19
YGH45 20 80 83 2700 3100 480 13.54 0.18
YGH55 26 74 81.5 2530 3000 450 13.05 0.17
YGH60 30 70 81 2630 3000 420 12.71 0.16

Below are grade of binder between 15%-30%, for the tender requests.

Strength power to design material. 20 different grades of rolls there, that be able to suitable 
working in every environment of plant, high effectively reaching every request of steel 
manufacturer.
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Recommended 
applications

Aim at above grades



Recommended applications YGR series

YGR30

Good toughness, wear resistance, corrosion resistance and termal crack resistance. Used in most stands of the 
finishing mills and in the rear stands of common mils

YGR40

Good toughness and thermal crack resistance, good for general purposes. Used in most stands of the 
finishing mills and in the rear stands of common mils.

YGR55

Good impact resistance. Used in the stands of pre-finishing rolling mills for hot rolling rebars and they canbe 
machined with turning and milling

YGR60

Good impact resistance. Used for hot rolling rebars and in the first and second stands of prefinishing rolling 
mills and they can be machined with turning and milling



Recommended applications YGH series
YGH30

Moderate wear resistance and impact resistance, good for general purposes. Used in the last 1-4 stands or all 
stands of finishing mills

YGH40

Best for general purposes. Used in the front stands of good rolling mills and in the rear stands of common 
rolling mills.

YGH45

Used in the first and second stands of finishing rolling mills and in the stands of pre-finishing rolling mills. For 
every stand of rolling lines for low speed rolling, low precision and unstable.

YGH55

High binder content in YGH series, good toughness and thermal crack resistance. Used in the stands of pre-
finishing rolling mills and for roll rings for hot rolling of rebars.

YGH60

Maximum binder content in YGH series, good toughness and thermal crack resistance. Used in the stands of 
pre-finishing rolling mills and for roll rings for hot rolling of rebars.
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Roll



Range of  (D) OD         145-450mm
Range of  (d)ID             87-280mm
Range of  (H)height     62-150mm

Note: We can supply according to the drawings provided by customers, 
that determined based on customers’ request.

辊环精坯尺寸示意图 Dimensions of finished carbide roll rings



During rolling micro cracks in grooves can not be avoided, and they need to be reground 
when they are at a certain depth(normally controlled at 0.2mm). Excess rolling causes the 
depth of micro cracks to extend rapidly and dangers of crushed rolls increase, which 
should be prevented.

精坯槽辊的技术条件 Technical specifications of finishied carbide roll rings with grooves

以8”辊环210×120×72为例。 Take8”roll 210×120×72 as an example.



Stands of pre-finishing mill: 3500-4000tons 1-2 stands of finishing mill: 1800-2500 tons
3-4 stands of finishing mill: 1800-2500 tons 5-6 stands of finishing mill: 1500-2000 tons
7-8 stands of finishing mill: 1500-2000 tons                       9-10 stands of finishing mill: 600-1200 tons
Stands for reducing and sizing diameters mill: 600-1200 tons. 

Reasonable rolled productivity per groove

高线螺纹轧辊 Roll rings for high speed rolling of ribbed steel bars



Rolls installation

A: Matching, outside diameters of the pairs of rings in one stand must be finished within 
±0.05 of the same diameter

B: Before mounting, rolling rings and conical sleeves should be kept in a 25-30℃ isothermal 
case, at the same time, pour hot water on the shafts or free run about 20-30mins to pre-
heat them.
C: Sleeve mounting and assembly of roll rings should be strictly performed according to the 
precision required by the design process. Proper fitting is needed for the roll rings, shaft for 
stands and conical sleeves, which can not be over tight or loose. When it is too tight, the 
roll rings are in a tensile state and more fluctuation of rolling force will make the roll rings 
break. When it is too loose, it causes the rolls, shaft and conical sleeve to slide relatively 
during rolling, which scratches conical sleeves and shaft resulting in cracks.

D: Before running the mill make a check if the roll ring meets the needs and the roll ring, 
the assembling faces of the conical sleeve and impact each other during the transportation 
and installation to prevent rolls from damage.
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Extend

Installed on the front stands of machines for rolling rebars and rods composite roll rings can substantially reduce 
the times of grooves changes and roll changes, reduce labor intensity, increase productivity, improve surface 
quality and yield of rolled material, thus achieving outstanding economic benefits.

●Special cemented carbide grades YGR60 are used for hot rolling bars and rebars.

●With hydraulic nuts locking devices and in-feed of oil with a pressure of 100-200Mpa, the hydraulic nuts create 
an axial pretightening force of 200-1500KN and fasten the cemented carbide rollers to the shafts. The devices are 
practical in use and reliable and they can insure higher performances of composite cemented carbide rollers 
under the protection of a proper preload stress machines.

●Various cemented carbide rollers are available with diameters of φ300-450mm and thickness of 30-1500mm for 
bar reducing and sizing machines.

●Various composite cemented carbide rollers for hot rolling bard and rebars.

●Service is to be available for design, gropve machining and rib notching of composite cemented carbide roll 
rings.

●Various compatible tools can be provided for machining composite cemented carbide rollers.
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